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Prof Tim Quine,
Deputy ViceChancellor
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Abstract

Timing

Room

Welcome

11.05-11.15

Newman
Blue

Jake Hibberd & Dr
Dawn Lees
(Academic Skills &
Engagement Team)
withTom MurrayRichards (FXU) &
Harry Reeve
(Students’ Guild)
University of Exeter

Keynote

Charting the role that Exeter students have played as partners and “Change Agents”
over the last 10 years, and what developments and challenges lie ahead for Exeter

11.15-11.45

Newman
Blue

1.1a: Mary Jacob &
James Ward
Aberystwyth
University

Digital
Capabilities

“Students on Tech; an innovative student partnership” Students on Tech is an
innovative partnership between students and the E-learning Group at Aberystwyth
University. Our aims are to listen to the student voice to improve technologyenhanced learning (TEL) provision and raise the profile of good teaching.
This paper is jointly presented by students and staff working on the project.

11.45-12.45

Newman Red

“From the ground up; iChamps Badges and Portfolios and their influence across the
University of Southampton” : The iChamp model (academic projects supporting the
development of literacies skills and capabilities, scaffolded by open badges with
evidence from portfolios) has captured attention at the University of Southampton
and beyond. This session will provide examples of how the iChamp model has
developed and how other parts of the academic community within Southampton have
adopted their model to support their own evidence based practice.

11.45-12.45

Newman Red

Digital
1.1.b: Fiona
Capabilities
Harvey, Clarissa
Chay, Ursula Grover
and Mauro Cozzi
University of
Southampton
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1.2a: Catharine
King, Gemma
Gregory & Jordan
Coates
University of Exeter

Curriculum
Co-design

“Student Quality Champions: Raising Student Engagement with Complex Quality
Enhancement”
Two of Exeter’s academic Colleges have this year introduced and piloted a “Deputy
Subject Chair” position, occasionally referred to as “Quality Champions”. This new role
designates students to become fully trained and immersed in this side of education
enhancement, and make a greater impact on behalf of the student body. In particular,
this new role has already helped to embed the student voice into the programme and
module accreditation process in the two Colleges piloting this role. This presentation
will outline the benefits and ongoing challenges of this project, and be co-presented
by staff and students from the two Colleges involved.

11.45-12.45

Newman
Purple

1.2b: Lisa Harris,
Tom Rowledge &
Tom Davidson
University of
Southampton

Curriculum
Co-design

11.45-12.45
“Co-creating an introduction to digital literacies”
An Introduction to Digital Literacies class for 250 level one students on a BSc Business
and Management programme was developed and run by two student peers (who
have also written this paper and are presenting it at the conference). Students were
surveyed immediately after the class and asked their opinion on the value of the
content, and the impact of its delivery by fellow students on their level of attention
and participation in class. The paper sets this experiment in the context of recent work
on "co-creation" and "students as partners" as an effective means of engaging and
motivating students to play a more active role in their learning.

Newman
Purple

1.3a Elizabeth
Dunne, Chris
Guggiari-Peel,
Claire Alison & Tom
Lowe
Universities of
Exeter, Winchester,
& London
Metropolitan)

Impact of
Partnership

11.45-12.45
“A report from the REACT project - A collaboration of 16 Universities working in
Student Engagement”
REACT (Realising Engagement through Active Culture Transformation) is a HEFCEfunded project designed to investigate the impact of different of forms of engagement
on the student experience. A special focus is on so-called 'hard-to-reach' students,
with the aim of embedding inclusive student engagement opportunities in the 16
participating universities. The Collaborative Development Programme has supported
this aim through the organisation of events and consultancy days enabling
institutional teams to adapt and develop plans and strategies and to evaluate their
progress in terms of Student Engagement and reaching out to those who are less likely
to engage.

Newman
Green
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1.3b: Wil Vincent &
Sophie Vernon
Birmingham City
University

Impact of
Partnership

“Utilising student partnerships to support student transition & success. Lessons
learned from 5 years of partnering”

11.45-12.45

Newman
Green

This session seeks to consider the issues and opportunities from the
perspectives of those who work in designing and implementing these at a local
level, from transforming student ideas into projects that provide funding
opportunities, to implementation, evaluation, and attempting to help change
university ideas and policy. The two presenters have experienced this both as
students, with one going on to being a staff member responsible for the delivery of
student experience initiatives within Birmingham CIty University.

1.4: Holly Singleton Employability “Digital Leaders: Running a peer-assisted digital skills programme”
& Janine Diva
A student-led project with a focus on digital and information literacy. Through a series
Coventry University and
attributes
of thematic workshops, we explored concepts around security and privacy, online
communication and being critical of online content. The students then submitted
video applications to become Digital Leaders who would go on to develop, create and
run their own ‘digital initiatives’ to pass their learning onto their peers and the wider
community.

11.45-12.45

Peter Chalk
1.1

1.5: Janaina Hirata,
Sandra Lusk, Jenny
Marie, Anoodth
Naushan & Robert
Vilkelis
University College
London

Students as
researchers

“Creating Strong Student Partnerships at UCL”
This workshop is for students, teachers and lifetime learners interested in ensuring
the success of student partnerships through transparent communication, mutual
respect, and distribution of power. The session focuses on the experiences of the
student interns at UCL’s Centre for Advancing Learning and Teaching and the staff
who worked with them. The interns researched and made recommendations about
three major educational development initiatives occurring at the university.

11.45-12.45

Peter Chalk
1.6

1.6: Inmaculada
Adarves-Yorno &
Louisa Marie Fink
University of Exeter

International
experiences

“Global Student Network”
The session seeks to promote the creation of a Global Student Network that underlies
the vision of cultivating a 'Silicon Valley' spirit within UK Universities; encouraging
students from distinct faculties and disciplines to team-up and explore social issues on
a global scale.

11.45-12.45

Newman
Collab
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The project seeks to enliven a novel teaching paradigm at Universities, whereby
educational institutions bear the role to inspire students to explore their strengths
and passions in pursuit of visions that may change the world.
2.1a: Ellen Lessner,
Helen Beetham,
Mauro Gasparotti
& Angela Dela
Fuente
Jisc, University of
Southampton,
Portsmouth College

Digital
Capabilities

“Listening to learners' digital stories”
This presentation will offer insights from the collection of stories, relating them to
other issues that have been highlighted through Jisc's ongoing work on the digital
experiences of learners. There will be personal contributions from two of the learners
who have been involved in the study. Participants can ask questions of the lead
researchers and the student co-researchers, and follow up on all twelve stories via
video and online links.

1.35-2.35

2.1b: Vikki Liogier,
Kristian Stopher,
Brad Forsyth,
Jeremy Scale &
Deividas Balcunias
Epping Forest
College

Digital
Capabilities

“MAD Digital Challenge; a Student Call to Drive Change”
The Challenge objective was to engage learners in proposing new ways of learning,
teaching and assessing and improve learner experience cross college through
technology using Jisc eLevator site. The project was launched during enterprising
week, November 16th and 33 students proposed a total of 20 ideas. We believe
sharing this practice would be of great value to other education institutions with our
identified key steps, facilitating factors and pitfalls to avoid.

1.35-2.35

Newman Red

2.2a: Yangyang
Zheng (Jane) ,
Leixiao Peng
(Sonia)

International
experiences

“Students as Change Agents in China; Making a Module for Extensive Reading”
This program aims to recognize and reward students who have participated in the
Reading Circle as mentees and wish to organize and administer the programme for
new participants. The Reading Circle Programme encourages voluntary non-academic
reading in supportive environments. The mentors who organize and host the Reading
Circle sessions will gain transferable skills such as communicative skills, leadership,
time management, survey conducting skills, IT skills and an improved sense of
reflective practice.

1.35-2.35

Newman
Purple

University of
Nottingham Ningbo
China
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Newman
Red

2.2b: Daphne
Economou, Haresh
Vekriya, Mathew
Robinson
University of
Westminster

International
Experiences

“International student collaboration”
International student collaboration between Multimedia Computing at the University
of Westminster and Graz University of Technology, Information Systems and
Computer Media (IICM) “Games Lab” to design and develop a serious game. This is
extra curriculum activity aiming to expose the students to new ways of working
collaboratively using online tools as it involves mainly students working remotely, but
it also includes two hackathons, one at Graz, Austria and one at London, UK. The
project provides a fertile environment for students to acquire technical, creative and
transferable skills valuable for their professional development.

1.35-2.35

2.3a: Robert Hucks, Impact of
Partnerships
Richard Mather,
Rebecca Rochon &
Devon Van Der
Berg
Buckinghamshire
New University

1.35-2.35
“Partnership in the delivery of a live brief: reflections on impact (warts and all!)”
This session looks at the impact of a student-staff partnership project based on the
delivery of a live brief: students and staff from Buckinghamshire New University are
working together to develop a mobile and location-sensitive ‘Heritage Trail App’ to
interpret significant sites for the local district council. This presentation by computing
students and members of staff provides an overview of the experience, based on the
initial analysis of data from focus groups and interviews. Findings suggest that
‘partnership’ may be usefully considered holistically to more fully capture the multiple
roles and interests of partners or stakeholders. Further, among the different forms of
partnership student-to-student collaboration was found to be central to successful
partnership work.

2.3b Libby TookeMitchell & Vicky
Hackett
City Lit

Impact of
Partnerships

“Working in partnership with students: Increasing student engagement and using
feedback to drive change”
This presentation will give an overview of how we have increased student
engagement, what we did to achieve a 50% increase in student feedback and the
impact that getting better at closing the feedback loop has had on the type of
feedback we get. Getting students engaged in giving feedback is only half the story,
it’s what you do with it that counts, so we’ll run through some of the improvement
projects that we’ve completed and that we’re currently working on not only from City
Lit’s perspective but also from the point of view of one of our students.

Employability

“Professional Development Partnership”

2.4: Susan Gibbs,
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1.35-2.35

Newman
Purple

Newman
Green

Newman
Green

Peter Chalk

Dane White &
Madeline Worsley
University of
Portsmouth

2.5: Karen
Blackmore, Sophie
Pearce & Carolyn
Nisbet
University of
Worcester

2.6: Tobin Webb
TSEP - The Student
Engagement
Partnership
3.1a: Liam Taylor
University of Exeter
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and
Attributes

This workshop explores the way ethics and collaborative learning underpin a learning
partnership programme enhancing both student and staff continuing professional
development from the perspective of quality enhancement and digital innovation in
learning and teaching. The workshop will draw on research that explores the impact
of the ethical practices of this programme from the perspective of student and staff. It
will be contextualised within HE practice, namely, the QAA code, newly evaluative
framework proposed within the UK White Paper and HEFQE research on learning
gains.

1.1

Curriculum
Co-design

“Using the HIPSTER (High Impact Pedagogies Supporting Teaching Excellence
Reflexion) model as a tool for curriculum co-design in HE”
During our workshop HIPSTER will be illustrated using one of our highly successful TEL
projects, which uses drones to process topographic surveys. The student co-designer
will describe how she has delivered practical sessions to her peers and produced an
interactive resource for course development. Workshop attendees will be asked to
share their experiences in a hands-on critical analysis of the model in order to further
refine thinking in this area.

1.35-2.35

Peter Chalk
1.6

Impact of
Partnerships

“An Evaluation Framework for Student Engagement”
The Student Engagement Partnership and Liz Thomas Associates have built a toolkit
around a conceptual framework for evaluating student engagement practices. In this
interactive session, we will consider the purpose, benefits and challenges of
evaluating student engagement activity.

1.35-2.35

Newman
Collab

Digital
Capabilities

Global Partnerships: Learning about Climate Change with students from around the
world”
At the University of Exeter, over 40,000 people from over 160 countries have joined
our free MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) to learn about Climate Change. This
includes climate skeptics, GCSE students, academics and people already being
impacted by the effects. This session will introduce you to online learning and
describe how successful and effective partnerships were created on our MOOC, from
the perspective of a student facilitator.

2.40-3.40

Newman
Red

3.1b: John Crossley
& Diana Stone
University of Derby

Digital
Capabilities

“ADR Records; Developing an on-line Music Portal”
This is an on-line portal to act as a place for students to exhibit and showcase their
work; this will be predominantly music but will include visual elements too. It will
offer an opportunity for ‘real world’ business experience and provide networking both
between students on other programmes and with the outside world.
In this presentation, John Crossley from the University music team and Diana Stone,
Student Digital Champion and first year BSc Music Technology Production student will
discuss how the project came about, the key role that the Digital Champion initiative
has played and talk about the project and its aims.

2.40-3.40

3.2a: Cindy Becker
& Joy Collier
University of
Reading

Students as
Researchers

"PLanT Projects; why, and how, I let my students take control”
This paper will give an overview of the PLanT (Partnerships in Learning and Teaching)
student engagement scheme at Reading University and will then offer an academic’s
perspective on how the scheme works in practice. I have learnt some valuable lessons
on this journey and now have a clearer sense of how to embrace student engagement
projects so as to make them work well. I want to share my pleasure in embracing
what is, for me, a relatively new way of learning from my students.

2.40-3.40

Newman
Purple

3.2b: Peter Shukie,
Karen McErlearn &
Jo Neil
University Centre
Blackburn College

Students as
Researchers

"Interactive Essays; using multimedia and digital networks in summative
assignments”
Our presentation is based on a student research project into Interactive Essays, a
means of using digital technology to enhance summative assessments.
Four student interns are researching the ways that students respond to the
assignment. Our presentation will outline the early stages of the research and the
experiences of students as researchers in the first 4 months of the project.

2.40-3.40

Newman
Purple

“Summer Studentships in Medicine; the design and creation of Deaf Awareness and
Sign Language training materials”
Each year, an increasing number of summer projects result in the production of online

2.40-3.40

Newman
Green

3.3a: Anna Sturgeon, Curriculum
Clare Thomson &
Co-Design
Jayne Woodside
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Newman
Red

Queens’ University
Belfast

material for teaching. The increased level of technology related projects affords the
opportunity for greater levels of discussion and training around digital literacies
throughout the duration of the projects. This session will demonstrate the range of
outputs and unexpected benefits of the scheme, for both students and institution.
Using the particular project of ‘deaf awareness and sign language’ we will highlight
the extent of the partnerships across disciplines, bodies and the public to enrich the
deaf awareness training for all medical students in the institution.

3.3b: Simon Reddy,
Daniel Reed &
Bradley Edwards
City College
Plymouth

Curriculum
Co-Design

3.4a:Helen WatersMarsh, Dominique
Salsbury & Marcus
Elliott
Bishop Grosseteste
University

Employability “League of extraordinary graduates”
and
This presentation will focus initially on what strategic drivers led to the project’s
Attributes
inception and the processes involved in establishing an institution wide, fully
embedded student engagement strategy. It will look at how we engaged students,
explore the interactions and tensions between student engagement and embedding
graduate attributes, and how we confronted our challenges. Centre-stage will be our
student co-presenter who will explain how students perceived the project, how we
worked in partnership to deliver the key aims of the work, and how she used her
involvement to meet assessment criteria on her own course.

3.4b: Katie New &
Jake Hibberd
University of Exeter

Employability “‘Refresh Your Maths’; Peer mentoring and student-created online resources to
and
improve students’ numerical reasoning skills”
Attributes
Numerical reasoning skills, used regularly within psychometric recruitment tests for
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“Apprenticeships and Facebook Pedagogy”
My 2014 PhD study of plumbing apprenticeships revealed the plumbing curriculum
was dislocated between theory and practice and consequently meaningless to many
apprentices. I have been using closed Facebook groups with plumbing apprentices at
City Plym as a platform for collaboration. The process of using Facebook helps
plumbing apprentices to 'respond' and emerge as human beings, as opposed to being
an object student, with an imposed curriculum, to be got through a course.

2.40-3.40

Newman
Green

2.40-3.40

Newman
Collab

Newman
Collab

graduate positions and PGCE courses, are a source of worry and panic for many
students. This presentation will outline how the peer support is structured, led and
delivered by student mentors, and some of the preliminary results that have come out
of this project. The main presenter will be Katie New, an MMath student who has
been helping to lead the scheme for two years.
2.40-3.40

Peter Chalk
1.1

3.5: Emily Parkin,
Jennifer Barnes, Lilly
Harvey& John-Paul
Dickie (with Angus
Ayling)
University of Lincoln

Impact of
Partnerships

“The Power of Partnerships; using data collaboratively to enhance the student
experience”
This session will cover how the process of gathering and using feedback is delivered in
partnership, and the different roles taken by the SU and University. It also discusses
the importance of mobilising our Reps to take ownership of turnout in their areas,
encouraging them to understand their importance to the research process, and
empowering them as significant partners (for the SU and University) in enriching the
student voice.

3.6: Stefan Cantore,
Tom Rowledge,
Avalon Jennings &
Ivan Aleksandrov
University of
Southampton

Curriculum
Co-Design

“Do you mean I can study what I am really interested in? (Business Undergraduate)” 2.40-3.40
An aim will be for us have a clearer understanding of self-managed learning, what it
can offer students and how it can re-shape our programmes, our roles as teachers and
the Business School as an ‘education provider.’ We will also enable you to think
through how the approach may be applied to a module or programme you are
currently working with.

4.05-4.15

Day one summary

4:15-5:15

Regional network meeting time: A chance to explore connections with others from your region and develop regional networks to
continue the sharing of practice.

4:15-5:15

Cream Teas for Creative Thinkers! We're looking for the cream of the Change Agents’ Network to help us think creatively about
the student digital experience.

Newman
Collab

We have feedback from tens of thousands of students who took part in the Jisc Student Digital Experience Tracker earlier this year.
They told us about digital activities in their courses, their digital devices and apps, how they get digital advice, and how digital
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technology helps them to learn. Now we want to you to get creative and help us:




make sense of the surprising and interesting findings;
think about how we can use the Tracker to bring about real change;
decide which goes on first, the cream or the jam - it's a big concern around here.

Grab a spoon and get stuck in!
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